Vehicle motion planning
and control: Survey of
approaches
Gregor Schöner

The problem
move about in a
2D world, which
is occupied by
objects/stuff
constraints
reach targets
avoid collisions
via points
orientations

Non-holonomic constraints

Vehicles have typically nonholonomic constraints

fewer variables can be varied freely (e.g.
13.1.that
VELOCITY CONSTRAINTS ON THE CONFIGURATION S
velocities chosen) than variables
describe the physical state
φ
L

state depends on the history of
movement

(x, y)
θ

ρ

[from LaValle 2010]

What is needed to autonomously
move in an environment?
sense something about the environment
know about the environment
plan movement in the environment that is
collision-free
control vehicle to achieve planned movement
estimate what vehicle actually did

Concepts for planning
local vs. global
planning based on information only about the local
environment of the robot
vs. based on global map information about the
environment

reactive vs. planning
motion planning “on the y” in response to sensory
inputs

fl

vs. motion planning for an entire action from initial to
goal state

Concepts for planning
exact vs. heuristic
exact: guarantee that a path that ful lls the constraints is
found when one exists
vs. generate a plan based on ad hoc approach that is
likely to ful ll constraints

continuous vs. discrete:
continuous state space variables

fi

fi

vs. grid state spaces, graph state spaces

Concepts for planning
sense-plan-act vs
behavior-based
based on world
representation that informs
all planning

fi

vs. based on low-level sensory
information that is speci c to
each individual behavior,
planning emerges from how
behaviors interact

Approaches to vehicle path planning

classical planning approaches
potential eld approach
Borenstein & Koren
Dynamic window approach

fi

(deliberate planning)

Classical global path planning
standard reference: Latombe: Robot motion
planning, 1991
very good general review: LaValle: Planning
algorithms,
2006, 2010
6
S. M. LaValle: Planning Algorithms
Obstacle Region

A Solution Path
Goal Position

[LaValle, 2006]
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Classical global path planning
mathematical theories of constraint
satisfaction and decision theory
searching spaces, sampling approaches
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Classical local path planning
reference: Cox, Wilfong: Autonomous Robot
Vehicles, 1990
based on a known world (e.g., represented
as a polygonial model of surfaces)
taking into account a kinematic model of the
vehicle
add smoothness constraints

invented by Khatib, 1986 (similar earlier
formulation: Neville Hogan's impedance control)
the trajectory of a manipulator or robot vehicle
is generated by moving in a potential eld to a
minimum
the manipulator 3D end-position or vehicle 2D
position is updated by descending within that
potential eld

fi

fi

fi

obstacles are modeled as hills of potential eld;
target states are valleys/minima of the potential
eld
fi

fi

Potential eld approach

Potential eld approach as a
heuristic planning approach
need a mathematical representation of target
and obstacle con guration
make potential minimum at target
make potential maximum at obstacles

fi

fi

compute downhill gradient descent for path
generation

Potential eld approach

obstacle
con guration

fi

fi

[Barranquand, Langlois, Latombe, 1989]

Potential eld approach

contours of
associated
obstacle
potential eld

fi

fi

[Barranquand, Langlois, Latombe, 1989]

contours of
target potential
eld

[Barranquand, Langlois, Latombe, 1989]
fi

fi

Potential eld approach

contours of
improved
target potential
eld (by adding
bubbles around
obstacles)

[Barranquand, Langlois, Latombe, 1989]
fi

fi

Potential eld approach

Potential eld approach

adding all
contributions
leads to solution:
gradient descent
for vehicle

fi

[Barranquand, Langlois, Latombe, 1989]

Potential eld approach

generalization
to higherdimensional
con guration
spaces

fi

fi

[Barranquand, Langlois, Latombe, 1989]

Comparison to human behavior

25

Fajen/Warren compared the t of a potential
eld approach to the t of the attractor
dynamics approach of human locomotion
data
Dynamical Model of Steering
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(b)
Figure 15. (a) Artificial potential field inside the room and (b) and vector magnitudes.

fi

rotational acceleration, which also acts to smooth the
path. In contrast, the potential field method can generfi

fi

Dynamical Model of Steering

The Obstacle Function. A second reason for
smoother, shorter paths stems from another important

Comparison to human behavior
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Fajen et al.

(a)

in the direction of the local force, traverse a short linear segment, stop, reorient, etc. The details of the paths
resulting from this method would differ from those we
show here, but will be qualitatively similar.
Path 1 shows the trajectory generated by the potential
field method, and path 2 (which is almost a straight
line) that generated by the dynamical model. In this
simulation, the agent moved with a constant translation
speed of 0.5 m/s for both methods. Path 1 has a length of
7.55 meters and was traversed in 15.1 seconds, whereas
Path 2 was only 6.70 meters long and was traversed in
13.4 seconds. We also implemented the potential field
method in a research robot (RWI B21r indoor robot)
and we note that the software simulations closely reflect
the actual trajectories observed.
Figure 14. A typical performance example. Large tick marks indiThe 3D plots in Fig. 15 represent
the artificial poten(b)
cate 1 m intervals.
tial field and the resultant force vectors for the example
Figure 15. (a) Artificial potential field inside the room and (b) and vector magnitudes.
scene. The top graph (Fig. 15(a)) shows the artificial
potential field and the middle graph
(Fig. 15(b)) shows
1984). Potential field methods have been applied
to offrotational
acceleration, which also acts to smooth the
The Obstacle Function. A second
the magnitudes
of the
force
vectorshorter
at each
lo-stems from anot
line path planning (Thorpe, 1985) and in mobile
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comparison
potential eld vs.
attractor
dynamics
(a)
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potential sharper
than distance
dependence of
repellor

comparison
potential eld vs.
attractor
dynamics
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potential softer than
distance dependence
of repellor

fi

(b)
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spurious attractors in potential
eld approach

Comments relative to attractor
dynamics approach
the problem of spurious attractors in AD:
solution proposed in Dose, Schöner: reduce
number of contributions to avoid
cancelation
the problem obstacle width: that concept
actually exists… as you saw in the
exercises…

Potential elds: limitations
spurious attractors and constraint violations
solution: making potential eld approach
exact and global: navigation functions
potential computed such that it only has the
right maxima and minimal
but: computational cost

fi

fi

but: requires global information

Extension of attractor dynamics
approach
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Abstract
This paper shows how non-linear attractor dynamics can be used to control teams of two autonomous mobile robots that
coordinate their motion in order to transport large payloads in unknown environments, which might change over time and
may include narrow passages, corners and sharp U-turns. Each robot generates its collision-free motion online as the sensed
information changes. The control architecture for each robot is formalized as a non-linear dynamical system, where by design
attractor states, i.e. asymptotically stable states, dominate and evolve over time. Implementation details are provided, and it is
further shown that odometry or calibration errors are of no significance. Results demonstrate flexible and stable behavior in
different circumstances: when the payload is of different sizes; when the layout of the environment changes from one run to
another; when the environment is dynamic—e.g. following moving targets and avoiding moving obstacles; and when abrupt
disturbances challenge team behavior during the execution of the joint transportation task.
Keywords Joint transportation · Autonomous robots · Mobile robots · Obstacle avoidance · Unknown environments ·
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Fig. 1 The team of autonomous
robots transporting a long box
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Fig. 3 The leader and helper’s heading direction are φ L and φ H ,
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It erects a repeller at a direction specified by ψobs,i,r , with
a repulsion strength defined by λobs,i,r (≥ 0), and with σi,r
setting the angular range over which the repeller exerts its
repulsive force (see Bicho et al. 2000 for details).
The computation of ψobs,i,r is performed as follows: for
a single free-moving robot, the directions at which repellers
are erected, ψobs,i,r , are directly the directions at which the
obstructions are sensed (Bicho et al. 2000). This approach
is not valid here for the robots in the team because they are
linked by the payload that they jointly transport. Hence, the
presence of that payload must also be accounted for during
each robot’s obstacle avoidance behavior.
Fig. 4 Desired heading directions for both robots, Leader and Helper,
Fig. 6Consider
Setting the
target for
the Leader,
for the
payload
collision
thevirtual
situation
depicted
in Fig.
5a.
In this
situaRobots (2019) 43:589–610
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This value is computed from obstacle sensor measurements:
Helper has the obstacle on its left. More specifically, its sensors i = 7 and i = 8 are detecting obstructions (see Fig. 5b).
For the Leader (r = L) In this case, the behavior specified by
ation rate to that
attractor
(i.e.
inverse
of local relaxation (13)
ψobs,tur
αobs,tur
If the directions of the repellers were to be the directions at
n = φL +
n
f vir ,L (φ L ) is responsible for moving the Leader (and hence
Fig.
5
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the
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heading
direction
and
time).
which these sensors are pointing in space, then the Helper
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thus facilitating its partner’s role (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 20 Overview of cargo displacements and robots’ path velocity
for the scenario shown in Fig. 18 (L = Leader, H = Helper). a Cargo
displacements, b path velocities

Fig. 21 Layout of the factory floor with a plot of the robots’ trajectories

Fig. 22 Snapshots of video (t = {25, 28, 48, 65, 100, 118} s) illustrating the team navigating on a factory floor (see Video #5)

[Machado et al, 2019]

ultra-sound histograms: the virtual force
eld concept
vector- eld histogram concept: polar
histogram (heading direction!); height
(strength) depends on both certainty and
distance
threshold: determine free sectors

fi

select free direction closest to target

fi

fi

Virtual force eld:
Borenstein & Koren

fi

Virtual force eld: Borenstein & Koren

Virtual force eld:
Borenstein & Koren
vector toward target
active window around
robot
use histogram within
active window to
compute vectors
pointing away from
obstacle
vector summing

fi

~dynamic approach!

Virtual force eld:
Borenstein & Koren

fi

Problem:
oscillations
in narrow
passages

fi

Vector eld histogram: Borenstein & Koren
transform active window in world grid into
polar histogram

Vector eld histogram:
Borenstein & Koren

fi

lab set-up

Vector eld histogram:
Borenstein & Koren

fi

local polar
histogram
provides “free”
directions

fi

Vector eld histogram:
Borenstein & Koren

Select safe direction algorithmical

Vector eld
histogram:
Borenstein &
Koren

fi

works

use potential eld to plan locally based on low-level
sensory information (reactive)
different “behaviors” generated by different vectorelds (“schema”, slight generalization of potential
elds)
organize the different behaviors in an architecture

fi

[Arkin, Blach: AuRA 1997]
fi

fi

fi

Potential elds as reactive planners

Architecture
Learning
Plan Recognition
User Profile

User Input

User Intentions

Spatial Learning

Spatial Goals

Opportunism

Mission
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The reactive component
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BROADCAST
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MOTORS

Key:
RS - Receptor Schema
TS - Transmitter Schema
PS - Perceptual Schema
MS - Motor Schema
IS - Internal Sensor
ES - Environmental Sensor

Motor schemata

fi

Vector- elds
for different
behaviors
(schemata)

fi

Superposing
potential
elds to
combine
behaviors

Behavior-based sequence planner
bumpers = 0
IR_beam = 0

bumper_pushed = 1
Start

Wander
for
Trash

Move
to
Trash

trash_detected = 1

bumpers = 0
IR_beam = 0

Grab
Trash

trash_detected = 0
gripper_closed = 1
IR_beam = 1
(add obstacle)

Backup1

complete = 1

Wander

IR_beam = 1
(add obstacle)

trashcan_detected = 1

Move

for

to

Trashcan

Trashcan

Turn 90

Drop
Trash

complete = 1

trashcan_detected = 0

complete = 1

at_trashcan = 1

complete = 1
Backup2

Scaling behavior-based architectures
behaviors: map sensor input to motor output
are activated/deactivated

and may in term activate/deactivate other
sensor input M. Proetzsch et al. / Robotics a
behaviors 48
activate

activate

deactivate

deactivate

motor output

Fig. 1. Basic iB2C behavior module.

[Proetzsch,
Luksch,
Bernsinto
2010]
behavior
is wrapped
such a module with a uniform interfac
Behaviors can be described as three-tuples of the form

Scaling behavior-based architectures
behaviors: map sensor input to motor output
are activated/deactivated

Fig. 2. Fusion behavior module in iB2C.

E is a normalized rotation value rot 2 [ 1, 1].
output u
n output shall reduce the deviation of the object from
ont, the transfer function can be defined as:
if

if

and may in term activate/deactivate other
behaviors

<

if

max
max

>

Fig. 3. Exemplary fusion of three behavior outputs.
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max

(7)

.

ing indicates the contentment of the behavior with
tuation. As the goal is to center the object in front
, the behavior becomes discontent according to the
bject:

|

x

(8)

if | | 

else.

max

(9)

[Proetzsch, Luksch, Berns 2010]

ior intends to reduce the deviation to the object,

Scaling behavior-based architectures
Fig. 5. Priority-based arbitration in iB2C.

M. Proetzsch et al. / Robotics and Autonomous Systems 58 (2010) 46–67

Fig. 6. State-based
in iB2C. arbitration in iB2C.
Fig. 7. arbitration
Winner-takes-all
52

M. Proetzsch et al. / Robotics and Autonomous Systems 58 (2010) 46–67

3.4.1. Arbitration in iB2C
The presented arbitration mechanisms are supported by
iB2C using the following coordination patterns:

Fig. 5. Priority-based arbitration in iB2C.

Priority-based arbitration: Priority-based arbitration in iB2C is
implemented using inhibition of behaviors, see Fig. 5. The
order of the behaviors determines the priority of each
component. The maximum fusion behavior selects the
most active behavior.
State-based arbitration: State-based arbitration is depicted in
Fig. 6. Here, a behavior
contains state
evaluation
Fig. 7. Winner-takes-all
arbitration
in iB2C.mechanisms and stimulates action generating behaviors. Coordination takes place using a maximum fusion behavior.

[Proetzsch, Luksch, Berns 2010]

Super

Votin

Scaling behavior-based architectures
M. Proetzsch et al. / Robotics and Autonomous Systems 58 (2010) 46–67

Fig. 14. Example for an activity graph of an iB2C behavior network influencing the forward and backward motion of a vehicle. The different styles of the arrows ind
the type of interaction between behaviors, i.e. stimulation, inhibition, or activity transfer. This allows the evaluation of the activity flow through the behavior network.

bad influence on the performance of robotic systems is osci
[Proetzsch, Luksch, Berns 2010] bly
tions occurring inside the control structure. The knowledge ab

to their included modules. Mca groups can be inserted into
the control network in the same way as ordinary modules.

Applications include monitoring tasks or support of action forces
in case of natural disasters. Following the development procedure
proposed in Section 4, this task is split up into several skills
of the vehicle. According to the target environment, an initial
decomposition can be done as follows:

an all-wheel drive with four independent electric motors for the
wheels and steerable front and rear axis. Concerning the implementation process the degrees of freedom of the vehicle are of interest. Three components of the motion can be distinguished: the
velocity of the vehicle, the direction of the motion (i.e. sideward
motion relative to the vehicle direction), and the rotation of the
vehicle resulting from driving curves. The kinematic calculations
described in [26] provide an interface containing the mentioned
three degrees of maneuverability.
Following the Dof access pattern (see Section 4.1.3), each of
these Dof is divided into a positive and a negative component as
depicted in Fig. 21. For each of the motion directions, a behavior
is introduced which, if it is activated (i.e. ◆ > 0), provides an
output according to the desired direction. Via a fusion behavior
these output values are forwarded to a behavior for each of the Dof
which generates the control value for the kinematic accordingly.
Here it should be mentioned that the behaviors of each layer are
all of the same kind, i.e. they are objects derived from the same
class. After this stage, experiments allow an evaluation whether
the interface generates correct motion commands.
The next step is introducing behaviors guaranteeing the
fundamental safety properties. Fig. 22 shows the behaviors
added for stopping the vehicle due to obstacles or a slope.

Scaling behavior-based architectures

• Obstacle avoidance

– Stop the vehicle in case of too close obstacles
* Obstacles hit by the bumper system
* Obstacles detected by 3D laser scanner
* Barriers detected by the stereo camera system
* Holes detected by the stereo camera system
– Slow down the vehicle according to the proximity of
obstacles
* Obstacles detected by 3D laser scanner
* Barriers detected by the stereo camera system
* Holes detected by the stereo camera system
– Rotate the vehicle away from obstacles
* ditto
– Perform sideward motions away from obstacles
* ditto
• Avoid tip over
– Stop at high roll angle
– Stop at high pitch angle

implemented on a variety of systems

Fig. 20. Robots of the Robotics Research Lab controlled by an iB2C system: Ravon, Marvin, dynamically simulated biped, Artos, and Roman (skeleton and skin).

[Proetzsch, Luksch, Berns 2010]

Dynamic window approach
take dynamic constraints of vehicle into account
(maximal decelerations/accelerations)… to drive fast

left wall
1m

robot
right wall I

right wall II
target

[Fox, Burghard, Thrun, 1996]

Dynamic window approach
discretize motor control space: linear and angular
velocity
=> search space: circular trajectories of v, omega
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Dynamic window approach

Dynamic window approach
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Dynamic window approach
smoothing the cost functions

evaluation function

smoothed evaluation function
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Dynamic window approach
two samples of actual velocities
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Dynamic window approach
cost function for the action velocities
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Dynamic window approach
example RHINO
used Borenstein Koren approach to smooth
and accumulate sonar distance data
collision point

left wall
1m

obstacle lines

trajectory

robot

r
right wall

γ
target

Dynamic window approach
data
1m

70 cm/sec - 50 cm/sec2 , 60 deg/sec2
40 cm/sec - 50 cm/sec2 , 60 deg/sec2
40 cm/sec - 20 cm/sec2 , 30 deg/sec2

Decision area

Dynamic window approach
data

1m

human

Dynamic window approach
data

1m

humans

Summary
powerful approaches exist for motion
planning
the best/exact approaches make strong
demands on world representations and
computation
heuristic “reactive” approaches are state of
the art (often combined in hybrid
architectures with deliberative planning)
the attractor dynamics approach is
competitive as a reactive approach

Outlook
deliberative planning…
moving beyond the vehicle navigation problem
planning sequences of actions to achieve goals
searching spaces, often represented as graphs
… a huge eld…

fi

not very satisfactorily included in neurally
based approaches..

